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Use of natural fiber technology in the       
automotive interior

NF-PP in the trim of cladding rear wall by AUDI TT
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https://michel-consulting.info/blog/category/interior/

Use of natural fiber technology in the automotive interior
Flax / hemp / sisal and others forfeited to a mat natural fiber mat in a ratio                               
of 50% / 50% with PP flakes (polypropylene). 
Processed into carrier parts and complete modules, including TPO film + PPTV20 retainers.

Application areas in the automotive sector:
Door panels, side panels, rear panel panels, center consoles, parcel shelves, trunk panels….

Ask:
Who produces these mats in Europe?
Who supplies the systems and tools for this?
Who processes these mats into end products in automotive interiors?
In which automotive projects is this technology currently being used?

Please send feedback to: info@michel-consulting.info

https://michel-consulting.info/blog/category/interior/
mailto:info@michel-consulting.info
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Are you looking for support in ongoing and new projects from
the acquisition to the series phase +3 months after SOP?

Program & Project management
Sales & Key Account Management
Quality management
Purchasing

Would you like to restructure your company as part of a realignment?

Production optimization
Sales increase
Realignment of the supply chain
Relocation of production from China / India / USA to EUROPE
Restructuring & realignment

let's start a new project 
You are looking for, we offer: 

We are happy to offer you our support in the following areas:
Automotive - Railway - Aircraft  - Medical technology - Mechanical engineering
Interior  |  Exterior |  Seating |  Plastics technology |  Tooling |  Rapid Prototyping
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„Quality Management“
https://michel-consulting.info/certifikation/
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„Memberships“
https://michel-consulting.info/membership/
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Eriskirch

We keep in touch

Stefan J. MICHEL

Stefan J. MICHEL

Stefan J. MICHEL

Stefan J. MICHEL

Stefan J. Michel
Michel Consulting
Greuther Straße 8
D-88097 Eriskirch am Bodensee
Mobil: +49 (0) 171 / 9365761
info@michel-consulting.info
www.michel-consulting.info
USt-ID-Nr: DE213250941

let's start a new project 
You are looking for, we offer: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJKWtpU1mD8VUxUr2mD-gqQ
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stefan-j-michel-michelconsulting/
https://www.xing.com/profile/StefanJ_Michel/cv
https://twitter.com/StefanJJMICHEL
mailto:info@michel-consulting.info
http://www.michel-consulting.info/
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